
APPENDIX 1 
Summary of the processes for managing student movement between programmes 

Internal transfer between 

programmes

Internal transfer between 

old and new curricula

Withdrawal and re-

enrolment

Takes place when a student 

changes their initial 

programme/pathway/subject 

stream choice.

Takes place when the Faculty/Partner decides 

to move whole cohorts of students from old to 

new curricula, typically through programme 

evaluation (requires 75% student sign-up). 

May also take place when individual student’s 

choice of programme is no longer available, 

e.g. because they have deferred or are in 

repeat mode.

Takes place when a student 

moves from one programme to 

another in a completely 

different discipline area and 

cannot carry forward learning 

or credits achieved to date.

Application route

Evidence provided by the 

student

Direct Application Form and 

any evidence as per the 

receiving programme’s 

admissions requirements.

Type of movement

Receiving Programme Leader 

to accept student (or 

otherwise). Student is 

informed of the decision asap 

in writing.

 Where only some of the prior 

learning is deemed equivalent, 

additional learning must be set 

as appropriate.

Receiving Programme Leader 

to accept student (or 

otherwise)

The student is informed of the 

decision asap in writing.

Assessment and approval of 

student request

Recording of outcome and 

informing student of the 

decision

The Faculty/Partner should 

complete an Internal 

Transfer Form and action the 

transfer. The Faculty/Partner 

should keep a copy of all 

internal transfer forms and any 

related correspondence for 

audit purposes.   

For individual students, the Faculty/Partner 

must complete an Internal Transfer Form 

that includes student information and details of 

the transfer so the student’s record can be 

amended prior to re-enrolment.

The original Faculty/Partner 

withdraws the student and the 

receiving Faculty/Partner 

enters the student into the 

admissions system as a direct 

applicant. 

Student is required to submit 

the name of the current 

programme, level(s) and/or 

unit(s) that the student wishes 

to transfer and the relevant 

unit specifications to the 

receiving Programme Leader 

for decision.

None required. 

Where whole cohorts are transferred, the Faculty/

partner must demonstrate seamless progression 

between the old and new curricula through the 

process of programme evaluation and seek 

student approval.

Where individual students are transferred, the 

relevant Programme Leader is responsible for the 

decision.

Faculty/Partner decision

Student written request Student written request

The students are informed of 

the decision in writing.

 


